
 

 

 

Main elements 
 
The element nitrogen is most easily absorbed by the plant. Lots of nitrogen is needed 
during strong growth, like in the first weeks at the vegetative stage (length growth). 
There are two forms of nitrogen in your soil: ammonium nitrogen and nitrate nitrogen. 
Equal amounts of these two forms is ideally (a 1:1 ratio). 
 
A lack of nitrogen causes the plant to get light green or yellow foliage, flowering too 
early, less length growth and vulnerability to fungus diseases and insects. 
 
An excess inhibits Ca/Mg and boron absorption. 
 
Phosphate works favorable in forming the main root system. This element improves - 
together with potassium - the forming of the flowers several weeks before the blooming. 
It is advised to apply extra phosphate and potassium before flowering time. A lack of 
phosphate results in smaller leaves, less colorful flowers, possible later flowering and 
red/purple coloring of the leaves (deficiency symptoms may occur at low temperatures). 
Excess symptoms basically do not occur, because phosphate easily binds to the soil 
particles. But a too large application of phosphate will cause that the plant cannot take 
up magnesium and this results in a lack of magnesium. 
 
Potassium ensures firm foliage and stems. Together with phosphate, this element is 
used for larger and fuller flowers at the flowering time. When a plant has enough 
potassium, it can protect itself better against fungus and bacteria. A lack of potassium 
causes yellow leave edges. This starts with the older leaves at the bottom. The foliage 
will also get smaller and the stems thinner. Too much potassium could cause salt 
damage and a poor plant growth. 
 
Magnesium gives the plant its fresh, healthy green appearance. It also has a function for 
the cells and the firmness of the tissue. It is a building stone for some enzymes. When 
there is a shortage of magnesium you will see the leaves turn yellow, while the leave 
nerves stay green. This element is limited available during drought, a cold spring, a low 
pH value and a high lime content. Excessive growth does not occur. 
 
Calcium is used by the plant for its firmness and to build up cells. Calcium is essential 
for the water regulation of the plant and is indispensable at higher temperatures. The 
plant will evaporate a lot at higher temperatures and needs to take in more water. A 
shortage of calcium occurs when the growth is too fast and the humidity is too high, 
causing less evaporation in the plant. When the plant cannot evaporate it cannot absorb 
any water with plant food. With a deficiency, young leaves will wither and the plant will 
be more susceptible for fungus diseases. Calcium absorption is limited with a phosphate 
and lime rich soil. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
Silicon is the neglected element when it comes to resilience. But it comes with an 
impressive array of other benefits. Including the fact that silicon helps with the 
absorption of calcium and it strengthens the cell wall to resist insects and diseases. And 
a more robust cell wall means stronger stems. Plants often have a silicon deficiency 
when they start to hang at the first signs of solar stress. Silicon-enhanced plants are 
more resistant to heat, cold, drought and have natural resistance to diseases and insects. 
 
When it comes to the cultivation, there is little attention for trace elements. These are 
the vitamins and minerals for the plant. An uptake inhibition occurs when the pH value 
is greater than 6,5. Trace elements are: Fe = iron, Mn = manganese, B = boron, Zn = zinc, 
Cu = copper and Mo = molybdenum (high numbers often mean a high pH value). All 
these elements have an important function. They are the building stones of the plant. 
Trace elements are also needed for the water regulation, dividing of cells and 
metabolism of the plant. The trace elements are absorbed by the plant through its roots. 
Therefore it is important to grow strong roots. The plant food that is sold in the trade 
contains little to no trace elements. Therefore it is important to apply those during 
feeding. 
 
The results of a shortage of a specific trace element are as follows: 
 
Fe = iron: young leaves will turn light green, yellow or white between the nerves. 
Absorption problems at low temperatures, too wet or dry soil and a high pH value. 
Mn = manganese: older leaves will turn yellow between the nerves. Absorption 
problems at low temperatures, too wet or dry soil and a high pH value. 
B = boron: improves the number of flowers. This element is required at the start of the 
cultivation, together with calcium and silicon. Deficiency symptoms are growing 
problems of the growth point and malformation of the foliage. 
Zn = zinc: growing problems and chlorosis spots on the young leaf. 
Cu = copper: dying flower buds, young leaves will curl and turn yellow or grey. 
Mo = molybdenum: almost always too low on the SoilBalanceAnalysis. It is important 
for the conversion of nitrogen gas in the air to ammonium nitrogen in the soil by 
enzymes. Yellow discoloration may be a deficiency problem in old leaves if nitrogen 
can’t be properly converted. Deficiency symptoms on young leaves can be different 
things: malformation of the foliage and yellowing of the leaves. 


